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Wednesday, February 18, 1970

NEW

Campus Briefs
EMAU Meeting
Estudiantes Mexicanos-Ameri·
canos Unidos (EMAU) will meet
in Room 231-D of the Union
tonight at 7:30.

Easter Show
Theta Sigma Phi, women's
journalism honorary, is sponsoring
an Easter fashion-personality
show.
The show is set for March 24 in
the Union Ballroom.

MEXICO

Groups such as a fraternity,
dorm, or sorority may enter au
unlimited number of contestants.
Men and· women may enter.
Fashions for the show will be
provided by local stores in
cooperation with Theta Sigma
Phi.
The fee is $5 per person, and
applications are due March 9 in
the journalism department office.
For further information,
contact Susan Craig, at 298-5723.
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F·inal Johnson Case
This painting by Mason Wells entitled Damascus II, 1966, is part of
a collection of Wells' paintings now on display at the University Art
Museum in the Fine Arts Building.

Damascus II

BSU Uses •ractics of Threat. Coercion•

UCR Drops Black. Studies
By BRUCE HENDERSON
College Press Service
RIVERSIDE, Cal.- (CPS)- In
what may develop into a major
precedent-setting case, University
of California Riverside Chancellor
Ivan Hinderaker has terminated
that campus' Black Studies
Department.
Hinderaker announced his
decision, in addition to the
resignation of department
chairman Maurice Jackson, at a
closed emergency meeting of the
faculty Feb. 4.
Hinderaker gave us a major
justification for his decision what
he termed "tactics of threat and
coercion" on the part of the Black
Students Union (BSU) in its
dealings with Jackson and with
the administration. The central
issues, however, have been those
of student and community
participation in the department's
decision-making process.
. Hittderaker told the faculty:
"The basic question posed is,
Who runs the university?" So far
his answer has been, "I do."
The dissolution of the
department, brought into
existence only last fall, was
apparently precipitated by a
proposal which would have given
students in the department veto

power over faculty appointments.
The students dropped this part of
the proposal when it became
known to them the administration
would not accept it, but
Hinderaker had announced his
decision before communication
was established.
In a press conference Feb. 5,
the BSU Central Committee
issued a position paper demanding
the reinstatement of the Black
Studies Department, the
appointment of a new department
chairman, and the addition of six
new faculty positions for next
year.
The statement also demanded
"that a coalition of the black
community, Black Student Union
and the faculty of the Black
Studies Department be formed
into a committee, in effect, to run
the Black Studies Department."
In a heated press conference
later that afternoon, Hinderaker
categorically rejected any
proposal which would either allow
black community participation or
which would give students
anything greater than an advisory
role.
·
A broad-based minority and
white student coalition has been
organized to oppose the
administration's action. All
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DE.•:'..DLlllE fu~ tlmt.;.thal! d11asified !1:~0
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo.
ROOMl\IATE WANTED for Jg. duplex. $60.
Two miles -from campus.. Call David
Chamberlain 277-2153. 2/18
SENIOR-Be sure to have your class picture taken for the Mirage. ND chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277·5743 to
schedule.

NEED HELP? A listener 1 Personal, Marital, Scmeitivity Groups. United Minis~
tries Counseling Center. 247·2720. 3/13
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LOST&FOUND

BE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your lost item,;.
LOST: Pickett sUde rule. Mitchell Hall
212, Jan. 18. Reward. Scott, 255-9560.
2/24
FOUND-black kitten (four or five month
old), outside College of Nursing the
morning of 16 at 8: 31J. Contact Kee 2966564. 2/23

3)

SERVICES

TYPING SERVICE. Term pap~rs, theses,
dissertations. Reasonable. Doris J aekson.
296·2548.

4)

FORRENT

3D-CHESS rule::l $2. Club $3/yr. Boards $10
$20. Oorahno$s Hampton, Va. 23364. 2/18
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FORSALE

1968 VW BUG. $1695. 255·2162. 2-18
1966 SPRITE. Excellent condition, TWo
tops. 247-2840. 2/20

ANTIQUE LEATHER. TRUNK. Excellent
condition. Pbone 242-1857 a!ter 5: 30
v.m. iJi23
NORVfEGIA~ Elkhound puppies, also stud
sero1ce available. 298-0375, campus 4447.
3/1
HARLEY DAVIDSON hydraulic forks.
Price: open for diecusslon. Call 345-1570
after 5 p.m. 2/23
1968 HONDA 125cc only 4300 miles. Perfect condition. $225. Call 344-3377. Ask
for Larry or Jimmy. Z/18
CHERRY 1969 Buick hearse. Excellent
tires, motor, trans, ~. Never driven an
unhappy mile. $475 (or more if you
like). Phone Grant 277-6011 aCtcr 6
J>.m. Mon. thru Thurs. and Sunday from
1 to 5 p.m. Z/20
TENNIS CLASSES: Two good tennis
rackets. Pancho G<Jnzales Spaulding
medium weight and grip. Nylon strung
$8, gut etrung $13. 266-6548 a!ter 9 p.m.
200 USED TVs All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 264-5987. 4/7

6)

SINGERS; dancers, mUsicians, nnd assorted
novelty .acts heeded for summer employ.
ment at Desert Fiesta. Audition• at UNM
on E'eb. 25, 3 :ao p.m., SUB 129. 2/18
WE NEED A MAN I We need a· man who
is bright, aggressive, and likes helpingother people. Part-time job now, could
lead to exciting and profitable career in
sales and management a!tcr graduation.
Salary commensurate with ability•. Are
you worth Half-Million dollars? If so,
call: Frank M. Thomlll!, 265-6728. 2/20

7)

Johnson why, in his complaint,
Johnson had asked to be
reinstated as head cheerleader.
Johnson said he was "misled"
originally, and had been "used"
by the cheerleaders, Following
Johnson's testimony, Bass
conferred with a court member
for the second time, and was
warned by Turner to address his
remarks to counsel, and not
members of the court.
At the close of the hearing,
Perkal and Pickens made final
statements.
Perkal said, "The problem of
this case sterns from the structural
organization of ASUNM student
government. Individuals were not
at fault, but rather were victims of
the organization within which
they worked."
Pickens said, "A great deal of
irrelevant material was produced
with no bearing on the complaint.
The plaintiff proved the points
alleged in his complaint.''
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Senate Confrontation

I

UMAS delegates ringed the Senate table last night during heated debate on an $8000 bill to finance chicano
programs. Members give the "brown power" salute after a speech by one UMAS supporter.

Senate Gives $8000 to Chicanos
Money Will Be Divided Between Studies Center, Conference
The ASUNM Senate last
night, after four amendments
appropriated $8000 to finance
two chicano programs.
Senate, by a roll-call vote of
14·6, approved a total $8000,
of which $1520 will fund a
United Mexican American
Students (UMAS) delegation to
a national chicano conference
in March, and $6480 will go
toward programs of the
newly-established Chicano
Studies program.
In a tense session marked by
outbursts and applause from
the gallery, the UMAS
appropriation, Senate Bill No.
3, went from the finance
Committee amended figure of

$4000, to zero, and then to the
split of the original $8000
UMAS request.
Some 60 delegates from
UMAS and other campus
groups in support of UMAS,
circuled the Senate table
throughout debate and the
vote on the measure.
During debate, delegates
from the Black Student Union
(BSU), Kiva Club, the local
chapter of a women's
liberation group, the Student
Organizing Committee (SOC),
and the Alianza announced
their support of UMAS
demands.
Primary spokesman for the
UMAS delegation, Dickie

NM House Passes
Campus •probe• Bill

Over 100 yrs. Combined
Experience

DISCOVER FLYING. $5 first. lesson, $14
hr. after. Lee MMon, 268-4589. 2/16

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENTS

3405 Central N.E.
Only $1.50
Noon til Mir.lnighl

EMPLOYMENT

actions including the press
conferences and a mass rally were
to be coordinated by the BSU's
Central Committee and
representatives from each of the
other organizations involved.
Also on Friday, the Associated
Students' Legislative Council
passed a resolution supporting
"the reinstatement of the Black
Studies Department including full
provision for student part in the
decision-making process of that
department." The resolution said
that "the Chancellor's abolition of
the Black Studies Department ...
demonstrated unfortunately racist
overtones and . . . a total lack of
interest in effective
communication."
The chicano students'
organization (MECHA) is also
expected to support the black
students' demands. There are
about 250 chicano students at UC
Riverside, in addition to the
approximately 180 black
students. The campus has a total
student population of 5300.
Meanwhile, the administration
has been preparing for a violent
confrontation. All demonstrations
within buildings have been
banned. Copies of a memorandum
on what to do in case of a riot
have been passed out to university
employees along with copies of
the chancellor's speech.
Plainclothes police have been
abundantly present at all public
meetings, and black students have
reported being followed. And
most indicative of all of the
administration's attitude is the
university cop now stationed in
the top of the campus' centrally
located belltower.

Continued from page 1
Question by Perkal: Was
damage done to the car you were
riding in during the state fair
parade, and who did it?
Answer by Bass: Johnson was
jumping from the top of the car
to the hood of the car and made
some dents in it.
Question by Perkal: Did this
reflect credit on UNM?
Answer by Bass: No, I don't
think so.
A member of the court then
said to Bass, "The only reasons
you've given us for expulsion so
far are two absences." Bass
replied, "That's true."
Court Chief Justice Bill Turner
then said, that the two absences
extended over two school years,
and asked Bass if he would expel a
cheerleader for missing two
practices in five years. Turner
then said that according to the
cheerleader's constitution, missing
practice "two times is grounds for
suspension, not expulsion." ·
Pickens, in cross examination
of Bass, asked him if he had
removed Linda Mitchell from the
squad. Bass answered, "Yes, I
think we have." Pickens then
asked if Miss Mitchell had been
informed that she was off the
squad. Bass's reply was, "No."
Miss Mitchell, an alternate
cheerleader, earlier testified that
she had attended only two
meetings since becoming a
cheerleader in the spring.
Defense witnesses throughout
the hearing testified that Johnson
was disenchanted over not being
able to function as captain of the
squad, and this led to "disunity"
in the group. Perkal asked

' · ' - - - - - - - - - - - . . , . __ _ _ _ ____j

SANTA FE- The New Mexico
House yesterday voted 47-23 to
continue the university
invPstignting c-ommittee, l;)yt
limited its life to another 16
months.
The vote came after a two hour
debate during which the

bill by postponing debate
indefinitely. That motion failed
48-22.
Taylor, however, said arguments
aginst the bill were "music to the
ears of militants and activists" and
a "serious blow to the majority of
ourstudentswhogotocollegefor
and don't participate
--1---~co~m~m~i~tt~e~~e~wa::si~~~~~p~r;a~is~e~d~··lat~n education
disruptive actions. We are
been no riots on New Mexico kidding ourselves when we stand
campuses, and opposed as the to cheer the militants."
greatest. creator of riots.
"Committee Necessary"
The bill will now return to the
Taylor added the committee's
senate for concurrence.
continued existence was necessary
All the members of the present "at least for one or two more
investigating committee voted for years" because there is still "much
t h e c 0 n t i n u a n c e 0 f t h e unfinished business."
committee.
R e p . D a v i d S a 1m a n ,
Rep. Merrill Taylor, R.San D-Mora-Uniort-Harding, however,
Juan, who led the fight for said, "There are cogent reasons
passage of the b iII said the for doing away with it."
committee's existence during the
''Nothiog"
past year had caused campus
'!'he committee to date has
activists to lose their effectiveness "accomplished nothing. The
and visibility. He added that legislature . was stampeded irtto
campus radicals were "just around approving it" in the last session,
the corner waiting in the ·hesaid. •
shadows" for the time that the
The investigation committee's
committee was nbolished.
entire record to date consisted of
House speaker David Norvllll
writing one bill which was already
on the books (campus trespass),
said however, "I have failed to
see ~ny riots. This legislation will
one bill which creates an
do more to llncourage them than
administrative nightmare (th,ll bill
anything I can think of. Until we
to place campus security forces
return to the philosophy of lettirtg
under the jurisdiction of state
the regents enforce university
police), one bill to continue itself,
legislation; our enLir~ s~stllrn of and a fourth bill (the Witness
higher. education IS m great
immunity bill) which is an
·danger."
.
.
"extremely dangerous piece of
'!'he majority of the debate
legislation," Salman said.
came on a motion by Rep. ~arter
He called the witness immunity
Kirk, R·llidalgo-Luna, to k1ll the
Continued on page 4

Gallegos, opposed the
earmarking of funds. "If you
give it to us you give it to us,"
he said.
Senator Sam Johnson said
Senate is not "qualified" to tell
any group "how to spend its
money."
The composition of the
delegation to the Conference
de Atzlan, sponsored by Corky
Gonzales' Crusade for Justice,
was not stipulated.
Earlier, several Senators had
objected to the full $8000
amount because it specified
half the delegates would be
from the barrios
(communities).
"It would be setting a

dangerous precedent" to begin
financing convention delegates
who are not UNM students,
said Senator Frank Lihn, who
opposed the bill.
The $6480 was appropriated
to UNM's Chicano Studies
program, with no stipulation,
to be administered by the
directors of the program.
Senatot Sam Taggard,
arguing for passage of the bill,
charged Senate of coming to
the debate with "preconceived
notions" and asked how the
group could "deny money for
any study program."
After the bill was passed, the
UMAS delegation, and many of
the 60 additional people in the

gallery broke into applause.
Gallegos then charged
Senate with "racism and
paternalism" in their handling
of the legislation.
Following the UMAS bill,
Senate re-opened discussion on
a bill setting up a definition of
student activities, what would
constitute their disruption, and
prosecution procedures and
penalties for violators through
the Student Court.
The bill was heatedly termed
a "double jeopardy" measure
that would subject a dissenting
student to penalization by
both student, and civil courts
by SOC members.
The bill was tabled.

Student Court Decision
Student Court is expected to return a verdict in the Sam Johnson vs.
the cheerleaders case about noon today.
At a hearing Tuesday night the Court heard the final arguments in
more than four hours of testimony.
Testimony centered on the constitutionality of the cheerleaders'
action throughout the year, controversy over whether or not Johnson
was notified of a cheerleading clinic last summer, and the alleged
friction between Johnson and cheerleading squad.
Citeerleader Stevt! BliSS lestifloo tllliL Jolm.GOn was dismil!lll!d from the
squad because he missed two meetings and because "he disagreed with
the squad on trivial matters."

IDillllllllllllllniiOIIIIIInUHHIIllllllmiiiiHIHHIIIIIHIIIIllllllliiHIIIIIll-lfiiUIIllllllllllll111111l11111111lllfi!QIIIIIUIUDIIIIIIIDIIlDIIIIIIfliHIIHIIIIHII1illfliHmiiiiiiJimKIHIHIIIIIBIIHHIIRimiHIIIflHinUIIBIHIIIIIIIIIII11111111niiiiBIHIIH!

House Gives $18.3 Million

Record U Budget Gets OK
SANTA FE-The New Mexico House
Wednesday passed the general
appropriations bill which provides a
record general fund budget of $18.3
million for UNM.
The bill now goes to the senate where it
will be debated today. That bill and the
controversial witness immunity bill which
will be debated in the house this morning,
are the only two major pieces of
legislation standing between the
legislature and adjournment. ,
The appropriation also tops
recommended state support made by the
Legislative Finance Committee (LF'C).
The L FC had recommended a state
contribution of $1'1.9 million for UNM.
The bill was passed as written only
hours after bitter debate over a bill to

establish a permanent university
investigating committee. UNM figured in
most of that debate.
Included in the appropriations bill are
funds for public schools education ($18.5
million), pollution control ($727,592), as
well as funds for various state agencies.
In addition to the $18.3 million for
UNM, the act provides the following
amounts for these other state universities
and colleges:
$12,176,000
New Mexico State
4,456,000
Eastern
2,510,500
Highlands
N'ew Mexico Institute of
2,083,000
Mining and Technology
New Mexico Military
'
188,000
Institute
1,581,000
Western
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Editorial

Keep Objecti(Jes In Sight
• With full knowledge that we are branding
ourselves as a tool of a racist society, we
must strongly object to the manner in which
UMAS saw its $8000 request through
Student Senate last night.
In a scene reminiscent of last year's
invasion of the Senate, some 60 members of
UMAS and nearly 60 sympathizers-among
them several of UNM's veteran bandwagon
white radicals-surrounded the .Senate table
to press their demand for $8000 in
Associated Students funds.
Early in the meeting, an UMAS member
told the Senate it was faced with a "golden
opportunity" to offer retribution for past
neglect by appropriating money to send
delegates to the Crusade for Justice
conference in Denver.
, Yet, moments after the Senate approved
$1520 for conference expenses and $6480
to be used at the discretion of the director
of the Chicano Studies Program, an UMAS
spokesman took the floor and proclaimed,
"Student Senate is still a racist institution.
We don't like your paternalistic attitude and
we won't go through this bullshit again."
You're damned if you do and damned if
you don't, so the old saying goes, but we're
damned if we know what else the Senate
could have done.

We are also disappointed that a group that
had grown to be an effective and respected
political force on campus, by virtue of its
revealing investigation of discrimination in
the UNM Physical Plant, has chosen to go
the route of intimidation and coercion to
achieve its goals.
We are confident that a request for $8000
for the newly-formed Chicano Studies
Program would have passed the Senate with
virtually no opposition. But to request an
$8000 no-strings-attached appropriation for
one, four-day conference is outlandish at
best.
If the Senate had blindly appropriated
$8000 to UMAS, we would have called for a
student court action against that body on
the grounds of irresponsibility and
dereliction of duty.
Although we fully support the Chicano
Studies Program and understand and respect
what UMAS stands for, we must caution
UMAS that it will be slitting its own throat
if it persists in employing the theatrics of
confrontation as its principal strategy.
We hope UMAS has not lost sight of its
objectives and we hope the damage it has
done to its own reputation is not irreparable.

'I Could Have Had That War Won In Two Weeks - If It Hadn't Been For Fulbright And
McNamara And Morse And Humphrey And Rusk And Castro And De Gualle And .. .'

Five Guilty ofCrossingState Lines to Incite Riots

turn promotes better University,
city, and state relations.
When will the Student Senate of
UNM find its programs relevant to
the black, chicano, and American
Indian?
Kiva Club

Deserve Recognition

To the Editor:
We appreciate your article on
page 4 in The Lobo of Monday,
Feb. 9, 1970, conceming the
design contest held as a part of
the course "Introduction to
Engineering Design". The students
did a fine job and deserve such
Baughman Controversy
recognition.
I would like to correct one
error. The leader of the runner-up To the Editor:
design team was Martin Hibbs
I was interested to see a Jetter
rather than Frank Burchana as in the Feb. 13 Lobo from William
your article stated.
Bonner decrying the classroom
Lowell P. Martin dress code of Engli~h Professor
Assistant Professor Ernest Baughman. The cry of
many students is for relevance in
their classes. Nothing could be
more relevant than a class to
Kiva Club Position
prepare us for the society in
which we will be living. Professor
To the Editor:
Baughman's English literature
The Kiva Club of UNM, class prepares students for the
representing American Indian future and also reflects the large
students at UNM, was contacted society in which we already live.
by the United Mexican-American Of course, our future may very
Students (UMAS) at a special well be spent in a police state.
meeting held Monday, Feb. 16,
When one is humiliated by a
At this meeting, representatives professor in a classroom situation,
of UMAS informed the Kiva Club 1t should be remembered that the
of their attempt to secure classroom only reflects the
appropriations from ASUNM American society at large. The
Senate Finance Committee. The "patriots" in our country say:
Kiva Club found that UMAS had "American: Love it or leave it."
showed just cause for their Professor Baughman says in
proposed appropriation.
effect, "My classroom: Love it or
It was understood that their leave it," Our racist society says
justification was based on the "Black man, stay in the ghettos.' 1
attempt to b·etter their political, Professor Baughman says in
so cia!, and economic standing effect, "Longhairs, stay in the
within the University and chicano corners of my room."
communities. It is on this basis
One can be certain that the
that the Kiva Club supports their "solid citizen" of the University
principle on the matter.
community will take an attitude
The Kiva Club finds this something like the following: "It
relevant to them because of was the nonconformist
similar injustices which have troublemakers like William
occurred in the past. In the spring Bonner who caused the budget of
of 1969, the Kiva Club UNM to be cut last year. And in
approached the ASUNM Senate the final analysis the vast-!
for an appropriation to help fund almost said "silent majority"-of
the annual Nizhoni Indian dances. the faculty and the student body
The Senate's response was that of UNM will agree with the
no funds were available and viewpoint. In any case, Mr.
consequently the club was Bonner won't find anyone in the
referred to the Popular state legislature to help him.
Entertainment Committee. From
I hope the Bonne.r case makes
this committee, the club received some people start to think on a
a "loan" of $500 which had to be larger scale about the broader
repaid.
freedoms we are losing. This Joss
It appears that the Student of freedom is indicated by
Senate of UNJ\.1 should be more genocide of Black Panthers and
than willing to fund a program Mitchell's "justice" for the
which is culturally enriching to Chicago Seven. Even the state
the non-Indian, which provides legislature's attack upon the Lobo
scholarships to Indian students is part of a broader pattern of
who are financially unable and repression. If The Lobo offices are
which maintains the Indian raided by the police don't let
traditions of New Mexico and them catch you in bed.
surrounding states, and that in
Name withheld by Request

CHICAGO (UPI)- The jury in
the marathon and tempestuous
trial of the "Chicago Seven"
yesterday found all the

NSA Endorses
No Deferments
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Betna

Today's Youth Indifferent

Bema. is unsolicited, signed guest editorial opinion~

By REV. BENJAMIN D. URSHAN good common sense instruction of
Just yesterday someone handed
their professor who seeks to
me a copy of the New Mexico
elevate and encourage human
Lobo dated Feb. 13 and drew my
dignity. Professor Baughman is to
attention to the article on the be congratulated for his interest in
front page: "UNM .Student
his students and his standard for
dignity of the human race. He
Charges Human Rights Violated."
certainly does not deserve the
'Then I read the letter of protest
vicious attack and insult of this
by W)lliam Bonner on the second
up-start who cries like a baby
page.
spoiled and neglected by his·
It made my blood boil.
parents; a baby who wants to go
As a foreign-born American
to school with a dirty face and
citizen who had to obtain
uncombed long, shaggy hair.
education the hard way under
difficult circumstances and at the
I would like to know if William
sacrifice of parents who could Bonner was indignant when the
hardly !lfford to give, I am English instructor read that dirty
disgusted and amazed at the so-called poem "Love Lust" to
attitude and indifference of the the class? Was he disgusted with
youth of this day and how lightly such uncouth language that
they take the W<lnderful degraded human dignity? Now
opportunity that is afforded them look at him! Notice the language
under the free American he uses for a man of such high
caliber as Professor Baughman,
educaf;ional system.
I am also amazed at thl:! labeling him a "despot." To me
boldness and audacity of students this is a travisty of the freedom•
of the caliber of William Bonner that this wonderful America
who will stand and protest the affo,rds. William Bortner ought to

•

be sent to Iran to learn a lesson in
manners and respect for his
professor. He should be made to
sit in a class and observe the
decorum and neatness of stude1tts'
appearance before their
professors.
Talk about basic humart rights.
"No man liveth unto himself, or
dieth unto himself." We should so
live and conduct ourselves in
consideration of our fellow man
"as free, but not using ou~
freedom as a cloak of
maliciousness."
Many of these so•called
backward countries have enough
common sense not to permit these
long-haired, shabby looking
characters a permit into their
country, much less let them enroll
as students in their universities.
Fi11ally, let me say: "Well done,
Professor Baughman. You are
setting a good pattern. Keep up
the good work. The taxpayers are
proud of men of your caliber."
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Because
of vaginal odors.
Smart women are using

Sunday by U.S. District Court before the trial started, that some could well be overturned on
government evidence should be appeal if the defendants were
Judge Julius J. Hoffman.
Hoffman today refused to grant e~cluded on the grounds it was convicted.
Probable Appeal
bail on the trial sentences obtained by wiretap.
The
verdict
of innocent on the
If the judge determines the case
themselves, saying, "I have
omnibus
conspiracy
count
obtained
by
wiretap
material,
was
determined they are dangerous
he presumably would have to set appeared to erase the possibility
men to have at large,"
of such a test. The defense
Moments after Froines was aside part or all of the verdict,
The verdict appeared to skirt undoubtedly will appeal the other
acquitted, he cried ''It's not fair,
the most controversial element of convictions on other grounds, and
it's not fair.''
Earlier, the wives of Rubin, the indictment under which the those grounds - defense lawyers
Hoffman and Weiner were evicted "Chicago Seven" were tried. It is have indicated - will include
screaming from the courtroom on the provision of the anti-riot Hoffman's conduct of the trial.
The government still must deal
the motion of Assistant U.S. amendment to the 1968 Civil
with
Seale, who was severed from
Rights
Act which makes it a crime
Attorney Richard G. Schultz, who
said the trial had seen "miniature to conspire to cross state lines the case and sentenced to four
years for contempt after stormy
with intent to incite riots.
riots."
The law had never been tested outbursts in which he demanded
As she was ushered out of the
courtroom, Anita Hoffman in court. Some legal e~perts had the right to re!.Jresent hill1;self and
screamed: "The 10 of you, the questioned the constitutionality repeatedly called the Judge a
eight original defendants, of the concept of "conspiracy '•--------fascist pig," a
including Black Panther leader with intent" and had predicted it "Hitler," and other epithets.
Bobby Seale, and their two
lawyers will be avenged. "We'll
dance on your grave, Julie (a . FOR FAST, FAST RELIEF •.
OKIE'S
reference to Hoffman) and on the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORG.
Everyday
grave of your pig empire."
AT THE UNIV, OF N. MEX.
All Day
First Hears Motions
The judge will not enter a meets tonight 7-730 pm
FREE POPCORN
judgment of conviction until after SUB rm 253 WELCOME ALL
he hears defense motions, made

JOIN THE CLUB*

Invitation

Nixon Administration
Uses New Strategy
to make the "silent majority" real
for many people who had no
frame of r eferencc and no
information, and hence no reason
to doubt the President's words.
The most recent evidence of the
Administration's "de facto
strategy" came last week from
Vice President Spiro Agnew. The
Vice President was responding to
newsmen who were questioning
him about some rather negative
testimony at the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee hearing on
the Vietnam War.
Agnew remarked, "Some of the
opposition party people have
dropped all their eggs in one
basket in attempting to discredit
the United States objectives in
Vietnam. They have found such a
little bit of public support that
now they're casting about
aitnlessly for some way to turn
the gun back on the
administration . . . the people of
this country are behind the
President on this."
'l'he same information
specialists who were able to
convince Americans in the fall of
1968 that the President had
already been elected, are now
concentrating their effort~ on
national and international policy.
There is no reason to doubt their
.ultimate success: As long as they
can keep the people "behind their
President," they won't be able to
see where he ifi leading them .

WASHINGTON- (CPS)- The
American Council on Education
(ACE) has joined National
Stude~t Association (NSA)
President Charles Palmer in calling
for an end to II-S student
Selective Service deferments.
ACE said it once supported
student deferments as being
necessary for the national welfare,
but now, under the lottery, "The
available pool of draft eligible
men is so large as compared to the
numbers likely to be called into
service that a termination of
student deferments cannot affect
the regular flow of highly
educated manpower."
Also at issue, according to ACE,
is the question of equity. In order
to make the draft more equitable,
the government must "expose all
young men of a given age to
exactly the same probability of
induction," it said, It
recommended that those
currently enrolled in college be
allowed to graduate.
Palmer favors a voluntary army
· but has taken the position that if
the draft is to continue, it would
be fairer to eliminate student
deferments because they favor
affluent youth able to afford
college over poor black and
chicano youth.
Hearings on the draft are
sclll~duled to begin this month in
th(' Senate Armed Services
Committee, Secretary of Defense
Melvin Laird has already said the
Nixon administration will press
for an end to student deferments
this legislative session.

defendants innocent of conspiring
to incite riots during the 1968
Democratic National Convention
but convicted five of them of
crossing state lines with intent to
incite riots.
The jury returned its verdict
after more than 41 hours of
deliberations, 21 weeks to the day
after the landmark trial began on
Sept. 24 last year. The case had
been in the jury's hands since
Saturday.
The jury of 10 women and two
men returned guilty verdicts
against defendants David T.
Dellinger, 53; Renhard C.
"Rennie" Davis, 29; Thomas E.
"Tom" Hayden, 29; Abbot H.
"Abbie" Hoffman, 32; and Jerry
C. Rubin, 31. Ordered acquitted
were John R. Froines, 30, and Lee
Weiner, 30.
Contempt Sentences
Those convicted face possible
sentences of five years in prison
and $10,000 fines. All of the
defend ants are presently held
under contempt sentences,
ranging up to almost two and one
half years, imposed Saturday and

A UNM professor has been
invited to join the New York
Academy of Sciences, which
includes nearly 28,000 members
from all states and 9 4 foreign
countries.
Dr. Shlomo Karni was notified
of his invitation to join the
academy by John J. Canavan Jr.,
administrative director
representing the board of
governors.
The Academy annually sponsors
about 20 international
conferences for specific areas of
scientific investigation.

Washington Analysis

WASHINGTON- (CPS)- "Mr
Nixon ran in 1968 as th~
President . . . he was just asking
the people to confirm it for him .
• . the . election was just a
formality."
This was the consensus of
opinion expressed in a seminar by
staff members of Robert-Lynn
As so dates Ltd., a Washington
public relations firm which
specializes in campaign
management. Their audience was
a group of foreign diplomats who
were the guests of The American
Council of Young Political
Leaders, the gathering
organization for super-Young
Republicans and Young
Democrats. The event was a day
long seminar entitled ''The
College of Politics" which is a
short-course in. winning elections,
prepared by Robert·Lylln.
If we assume that what the
professionals at Robert-Lynn said
about the Nixon campaign
strategy is true, then some of the
maneuvers of the Administration
in its first year in office are put
into new perspective.
Take for example, the ''silent
majority'' speech delivered by the
President just before the
November Moratodum. No one
was asked to produce evidence of
such a. group; the President told us
it was alive and well and livine in
America. That, and a few
thous:md telegrams, was enough
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Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words typewritten, double opaced, Name, telephone number nnd address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.
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.Heide Wants Procedure Defined

Lutheran ·worship
be<rins
1'J

April 5
Canterbury Chapel

illegal, adequately defined what
constituted breaking the law on
campus.
The motion was approved by
the committee, with one negative
vote from van Dresser.
Charters for the Newsreel Club,
UNM Amateur Radio Club, the
UNM Chess Club, the Social
Action Committee, and
Estudiantes Mexicanos-

Underground Papers Stress Objectivity

Americanos Unidos, were
approved by the committee. A
sixth group, to be temporarily
named the Campus Wierdos, was
given tentative approval by the
committee pending a study of the
group's proposed constitution.
Lavender did not have an
opportunity to study the charter
request because it was submitted
just prior to the opening of
Wednesday's meeting.

NM House Passes

Before

Campus 'Probe' Bill
Continued from page 1
bill a "general piece of legislation
which should have come out of
some other committee and an old
turkey" which had repeatedly
been brought up and failed to gain
support in the past.
At one point in the debate, the
"Love Lust" poem was
resurrected when Rep. Finis
Heidel, D-Lea, dared any member
of the house to read the poem out
loud. No one volunteered,
however.
Rep. James Koch, D-Santa Fe,
called the committee unessential
and said it is beyond the proper

. . ·-· ... ----·. ·-·-·---l
I

Republican for Governor

powers of the legislature to "tell
our young people what to read. I
wonder how many of us went
home last night and used 'dirty
words' or 'sinned' if you can call
it that?"
.
A motion to create a more
representative committee by
placing private citizens and
university spokesmen on it failed
in a voice vote. The amendment
of the bill was proposed by Rep.
Jack Daniels, D-Lea, who said
non-legislators were necessary to
give the committee a "middle
ground" and to ensure it "would
truly serve as a liaison, study, and
communications committee
between the legislature and the
universities and the public."
Taylor, however, said such a
move would destroy the
committee's investigative powers
and "make it a plaything."

ART MAJORS
We Enlist your support and
Encourage your questions

Draw from lifell at
Guild Art• Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnight

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
STUDENT PUBLICATION BOARD
is now seeking

APPliCATIONS

•

Only $1.50

(Editor's note: The following is directions that an examination of
an examination of underground them might provide a fairly
papers, and two ''underground- representative picture.
era" in Albuquerque.)
Caliche County Rendering
By CHARLES ANDREWS
Works is the longevity champion
Like many of the terms for New Mexico. In August, 1968,
popularized by the Aquarian it became the state's first
Generation, "underground" has underground newspaper, and the
come to be rather inaccurate in most recent issue is number 18.
meaning, and is bandied about
Someone at the main branch of
with little regard for its original
the
Public Library had the
definition.
perception
to foresee that Caliche
Through common usage an
would
be
around for a while,
underground newspaper has come
they
have copies of every
because
to mean one which prints ma.terial
issue
on
file.
wrote us a
generally ignored, avoided, or real nice letter "They
some
time
misrepresented by the said Bill Diers, one of theback,"
three
Establishment press, and is youth permanent "perpetrator.s" of the
oriented.
paper, "asking for a subscription
That definition eliminates such because they thought we would
publications as The Albuqueruqe be of some historical significance
News, Crossroads (Sandia Base), or something like that."
Nucleus (Kirtland Base), El
Caliche is the politicallyIndependiente (of Bernalillo
oriented
type of undergrounder.
County), and El Papel. And while
The Lobo, University of Since issue one, Diers and Jerry
Albuquerque's The Sand and Mary Madison have made it
Trumpet, and all high school obvious they don't believe the
hewspapers fit the above loose Establishment media are capable
definition, their main purpose is of giving objective reports of local
to report the events of a small, events.
specific community, and they lack
"Fed Up"
the element of alienation that is
"We started Caliche because we
usually present in, and often the
initial cause of, underground
newspapers.
Alienation
That alienation, or
dissatisfaction with the
performance of the Establishment
media, is usually only part of the
larger picture; most underground
press people are leftists at least,
radicals generally, and
occasionally revolutionaries. They
are people who have ideas and are
not content to keep them to
themselves, and have decided that
a newspaper is the most effective
way possible to reach the most
people with what they have to

After

Psych Experiment Seeks Cure

U Nail Biters Volunteer
One of many experiments now
being carried on in the University
psychology department is one
which works on an effective
method of stopping chronic nail
biting (see above).
The experiment, conducted by
Louis S. Stephen, a vocational
counselor, has 40 subjects who
range in age from 18 to 43.
The pictures above show one of
the subjects of the experiment
before starting the program and
after going through the five week
program.
The participants, chosen
according to the severness of their
nail biting, were asked at the
beginning of the experiment to
£i~n a ..unLtad agreeing to a
"period of abstinance" for five
weeks.
During these five weeks, the
subjects visited Stephen's office
twice weekly to have their

FOR

fingernails checked and measured
within 1/1000 of an inch. The
subject had to pay penalties
stipulated in the contract if thl'
nails had been chewed.
Stephen did not go into some
aspects of the experiment for fear
of affecting the results of the
programs.
The purpose of the experiment
was to find a method of
correcting nail biting and other
"maladjusted behavior." The
follow-up date is April 6.

cMirag,e

EDITORS

70

&'ly.

Underground newspapers are
almost invariably abominable in
appearance with their first issue,
but work themselves into an
attractive format as the novice
journalists gain experience. The
general tone of the content
usually does not change, but an
ability to more effectively express
themselves develops. If they
persist in making it as regular a
publication as possible, circulation
(and price) usually increase.
These are generalizations, and
one hesitates to make further
generalizations because
underground publications are as
varied as the people who nurture
them. Whatever common
denominator they may have - call
tt dedtcatton to the RevolUtiOn,
the Age of Aquarius, the New Life
Style, or whatever you wish they differ greatly because they
are the personal expressions of a
small, close group of people who
just happen to be putting out a
newspaper.
Permanent "Undergrounders"
There are two underground
newspapers in Albuquerque which
have been around long enough to
be considered "pennanent"- The
Astral Projection and The Caliche
County Rendering Works. They
have taken such different

biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

of the:

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
69fH Lomas N .E. 268-6848

Lobo-Ig7o-71
Mirage-1971
Thunderbird-I970-71
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Counselors Administrators

Applications may be picked up at the
205

Twelve (12) l'crsonncl Directors will be
in Albuquerque re.:ruiting for the
San Ilrancisco Bay Area.

J?riclay &Saturday, Feb. 20 & 21
9:00a.m. to 8:00p.m.

Macaroni, ......... , •• ,
or Mostaccioli with meat sauce

Reg. $1.10 ...... Lrg. $1.50
Meat Balls (2) .......... $ .50
Sausage ..•••........... $ .50

Cheese Pizza 12" ........ $1.50
Sausage Pizza 12tl . ..... , $1.75

DEADLINE FOR APPliCATIONS
is 5:oo p.m. Monday, March g, 1970.

were fed up with the bullshit of
the Tribune and the Journal,"
Diers said. "When you're in on
something and know what really
occured - like when I was busted
- and then read a preposterous
account of it in the paper, you
want to do something about it. So
we did."
None of them knew anything
about putting out a newspaper, so
they tried to bring together some
people who did. After several
futile attempts they decided to do
it on their own.
The first issues of Caliche show
lack of professionalism, but that
seems to have been the least of
their concerns. If they are more
intent on what they have to say
rather than how it is presented,
who is to say that is wrong? With
their latest issue, however, they
seem to have achieved a balancea quite attractive format which
may induce more people to read
what they have to offer.
No Policy
As for editorial policy, Caliche
has none, states Diers. "Anyone
who wants to may contribute
material, and we promise to

consider it all. We had an article
by a real communist once, and
even tried to get the American
Legion to do something but they
wouldn't even talk to us. We try
to be as close to an open forum as
possible."
The size of each issue has
remained pretty constant, varying
between 12 and 20 pages. The
price has remained constant since
the beginning 20 cents.
Circulation has increased from
1000 to 2000, but Diers says the
financial situation has remained
the same: "Everything we make
from one issue goes into the next
one.'?

Skip Whitson's Astral Projection
has been faring about the same,
until recently. "I guess l':!~ about
$500 in the hole right now,·'
Whitson said, partly because of
increased costs of production. He
had about 3000 copies printed for
the first issue, and plans
20-30,000 for the next one. He
has been steadily increasing the
number of pages and has added
color for the last three issues,
both expensive propositions. To
keep pace, the Astral's price has

gone from five cents to 25 cents.
Visually Attractive
Astral began with a visually
attractive issue, and has improved
on it. Whitson uses a great amount
of artwork, most of it by local
artists, and in the beginning used
script type on all his articles. Even
his advertisements have been
consistent with the "19th
century-look" of the paper,
Behind all this is Whitson's idea
that he can appeal to a much
larger segment of the population
with a publication that is
attractive and offends few. "Most
underground papers offend
anyone who isn't a radical. They
only reinforce the views of both
sides. I intentionally avoid
so-called 'dirty words' and
violence, and I think I'm reaching
a pretty good portion of the
'straight population."
He describes the Astral as an
"investigation of the strange and
unusual - creative change rather
than destructive change." It is
basically in this light only that his
paper is political, but he considers
himself affiliated with the more
politically-radical papers.

------------------------------------------------------

EDWARD V. BALCOMB

4012 Central S.E.
255-7581
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Improvement Comes With Frequent Publication

Disruption Policy Sought
Student Affairs Committee
Wednesday accepted a motion
introduced by committee member
John Heide to initiate a policy
"defining campus disruption and
specifying procedure to be
followed in the event of its
occurence."
The committee also approved
charters for six new UNM clubs.
Heide introduced the motion
because he said there is no clear
policy defining what constitutes a
campus disruption. He said there
should also be student discipline
of students.
The motion went on to say:
"Consequently, Student Affairs
Committee urges ASUNM Senate
to make itself immediately aware
of all segments of campus opinion
on the issue and to promptly pass
legislation directed to this issue."
Student Affairs Chairman Steve
van Dresser and Harold Lavender,
vice president for student affairs,
said they felt the regents' policy,
which makes any disruption of an
educational function or of
community living on campus

NEW MEXICO LOBO

White Winro<:k Motc>r Hotel, Winr<>ck Center
(Need a tide to go sec the ~ccruiting team?)
Ca,ll 299·!l57I Room 157
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By tfHARLES WOOO··
Nixon Policy

'Exhibition'

This acrylic painting by Mason Wells entitled "Eldorado, 1968," is
part of an exhibition of holography on display now through February
22 in the University Art Museum in the Fine Arts Building.

Cinema Society
Offers Classics

CAN A THINKING MAN BE A CHRISTIAN?
lectures by Dr. Mark M. Hanna
Dept. of Philosophy, University of So, Calif.
Wed. thru Fri., 8:00 p.m., Feb, 18-20
ot HIS house, 201 Highland Park Circle S.E.
For Details Call 265-2284
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Fleurette
Just like your dream.
Timeless.
Reaching the infinity
of a thousand stars.
Reflecting a heritage of love
as old as time.
As young as the dawn.
Fleurette by Orange Blossom.
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Film classics from five decades
and many countries will be this
semester's feature offerings of the
UNM Societe du Cinema.
This Thursday the Societe will
present John Ford's "The Lost
Patro 1," a 1934 film starring
Victor McLaglen, Boris Karloff,
and Wallace Ford, and "The War
Game," a 1967 film directed by
Peter Watkins. The month ends
with "The Unholy Three," made
by Tod Browning in 1925. The
film stars Lon Chaney, Matt
Moore, Victor McLaglen, May
Bush, and Harry Earle.
In March the Societe presents
"M" on March 5. "M" stars Peter
Lorre and was directed in 1931 by
F;ritz Lang. On March 12 another
Fritz Lang production will be
offered, "Metropolis," a 1925
movie starring Gustav Frohlich
and Brigitte Helm. "Young
Torless" concludes March on the
19th. The 1967 movie was
directed by Volker Schlondorff
and stars Matthieu Carriere,
Marian Seidowsky, Bernard
Tischer, and Alfred Dietz.
April 2 the Societe will prcsont
"The Green Man," a 1957 film
directed by Robert Day and
starring Alastair Sim, George Cole,
Terry-Thomas, and Jill Adams.
Sharing the bill April 2 will be
"st'agecoach," a 1939 Wm
directed by John Ford and
starring John Wayne. On April 9
"The Gold Rush," a 1925 Charlie
Chaplin film will be shown; "A
Day in the Country," Jean
Renoir's 1938 movie, is scheduled
for April 16; Mark Sandrich's
"Top Hat," a 1935 production
starring Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers is set for April 23; and the
month's schedule concludes April
30 with "Maverling," a 1937 film
directed by Anatole Litvak and
starring Charles Boyer and
Danielle Darrieuz.

a certifled
gemologist
your personal
service jeweler

opposite POPEJOY HALL

WASHINGTON (UPI)
President Nixon proposed an .end
to the Cold War and a new "era of
negotiation" with the Soviet
Union Wednesday, starting with
joint efforts to end the Vietnam
War and avert a nuclear
confrontation over the Middle
East.
Nixon expressed concern in a
special foreign policy message to
Congress over growing Soviet
missile advances, and promised
appropriate U.S. responses to
meet the challenge,
But he made clear that
American combat troops were no
longer to be sent rushing from one
crisis to another around the globe.
He specifically rejected future
U.S. commitment of ground
forces to Vietnam-style guerrilla
wars, short of outside aggression,
overt conventional attack, or a
clear threat to vital American
interests.
In defense and economic
assistance, Nixon said, "We will
help where it makes a real
difference and is considered in our
interest."
Grand Design
The President's grand design for
U.S. foreign policy in the 1970's,
contained in a 40,000-word,
119-page document, drew praise
from Democrats as well as
Republicans, although some
questioned Nixon's assertion that
"we have no intention of
withdrawing from the world."
In the first Soviet reaction, the
official news agency, Tass, said
that despite a call for a new
approach to the problems of
pea'ce, Nixon's basic theme was
that "the United States continues
to lay the accent on military force
as the basis of American foreign
policy."
Senate Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield said he was pleased that
Nixon stressed negotiations and
partnerships rather than America's
position of predominance in free
world affairs.
Sen. George D. Aiken of
Vermont, the ranking Republican
on the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, said the message
"represents a complete change in
philosophy of the United States, a
change much for the better.''
'l'he message, drafted largely by
Nixon's national security affairs
adviser, Henry A. Kissinger, is the
first of an annual series the
President plans to make on
foreign policy~
Chides Soviets.
Although mostly philosophical
in tone, Nixon got specific when
he appealed to the Russians to
abandon dangerous power politics
in the Middle East, which he said
could draw both nuclear
superpowers into the Arab-Israeli
conflict. He also chided the
Soviets, a major supplier of North
Vietnam, for failing to persuade
Hanoi to bargain seriously for a
peace settlement.
"The United States would view
any effort by the Soviet Union to
seek predominance in the Middle
East as a matter of grave
concern," he said.
"I believe the time has passed in
which powerful nations can or
should dictate the future to less
powerful nations."
He accused the Russians of
failure to show "practical and
constructive flexibility" in talks
on the Arab-Israeli conflict, and
of a course that would "make
great power rivalry more likely"
in the Middle East.
On Vietnam, Nixon said, the
Soviet Union "bears a heavy

Ha
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responsibility for the continuation
of the war" by refusing to curtail
its war supplies to North Vietnam.
"This cannot help but cloud the
rest of our relationship with the
Soviet Union," he said.
Administration officials denied
Nixon was issuing a "warning" to
the Kremlin on the Middle East.
His aim, they said, was to
encourage mutual self-restraint as
the best hope of a settlement and
to avoid a confrontation of
nuclear powers.
Encouraging Signs
The President reported no
breakthroughs toward peace in
Vietnam, although he said there
were some encouraging signs in
Hanoi's growing difficulties and
some progress in turning more of
the war effort over to South
Vietnam.
The key to peace lies in Hanoi,
he said. "We shall be flexible and
generous when serious
negotiations start at last."
Looking to the future, Nixon
held out hope for world peace in
the limited agreements reached so
far with the Russians, and in the
arms control talks that will
resume in Vienna April 16.
"Peace does not come simply
with statesmen's smiles," he said,
but in "fair and business-like"
negotiations taking into account
each side's self-interests and
inherent differences, as well as the
knowledge that conflict. is no
answer.
"We hope the coming year will
bring evidence that the Soviets
have decided to seek a durable
peace rather than continue along
the roads of the past," Nixon said,
referring specifically to the Middle

A Bitter Defeat
TUCSON, Ariz. - The Lobos have a good chance tonight.
A good chance of getting beat.
The Lobos have rarely done well in Tucson. Since the WAC
was founded in 1961, the Wolfpack has won only once in
Arizona's ancient Bear Down Gym. There have been some
close games though. UNM lost one game in double overtime
and lost three others by a total of six points.
·
Last year the Lobos lost a 77-75 cliffhanger to the
Wildcats. Two years ago, the best team in Lobo history lost
its first game of the season when the Cats won 69-68.
We went into that game with a perfect 17-0 record and
nationally-fourth rated in the wire service polls. We had
beaten Arizona State by a dozen points the previous night
and some people thought we were cocky against Arizona.
We weren't.
-The preseason polls had picked us to finish eighth, mainly
because there was no place lower. They picked Utah to win
the championship. Utah couldn't do it, though. They didn't
win a league game on the road all year.
Anyway, that UNM-Arizona game had the spectators going
wild. Fo.r a while it appeared that the Wildcats were enroute
to any easy victory. We didn't play well the first half and
midway through the second half we found ourselves behind,
60-51.
But then the game reached its turning point. Stretch
Howard slugged an Arizona player and was thrown out of the
game. The incident fired us up and we came roaring back like
gang busters.
We rallied frantically but it wasn't enough. When the final
buzzer went off, Ron Becker was dribbling the ball
downcourt and we had lost 69-68. It was a bitter defeat to
swallow.
'l'his year's team is marred in a disappointing season and
with each defeat it becomes a little easier for the team t.o
swallow another one. It is a poor attitude for a team to have
but it is a natural one. The Lobos won't let the Wildcats
embarrass them tonight but they probably won't win either.
ARIZONA SHOULD WIN, BUT BY ONLY 6.

Ea.~t.

Total Desegregation
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- The
Senate voted Wednesday to force
school desegregation in the North
the same as in the South, giving
Dixie its biggest victory since the
start of the civil rights drive in the
1950's.
Rejecting two northern
counterproposals, including one
endorsed by the Nixon
Administration, the Senate passed
Sen. John Stennis' amendment to
eliminate ';he distinction between
school sebrregation resulting from
::outh~rn lttws and that caused by
housing patterns, as in many
northern cities.
The vote was 56 to 36.
Stennis, D·Miss., !laid the
amendment would make the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) stop working
from "a presumption of
innocence outside the South and a
presumption of guilt in the
South."
He referred to HEW rulings on
whether school districts should be
denied federal school money on
grounds of racial discrimination.
Stennis and his southern allies
said the amendment - if passed
by the House and signed by
President Nixon - would force
HEW to either crack down on the
North's de facto segregation or
ease up on southern enforcement.
The Stennis amendment calls
for enforcement of school
desegregation laws "uniformly in
all regions of the United States in
dealing with conditions of
~egregation by race, whether de
JUre or de facto, in the schools of
the local educational agencies of
an~ ~tate without r'.!gard . to the
or1g1n or cause of such
segregation."
Even if his amendment becomes
law, Stennis Mid, "We're going to
have continuation of integration
in the South."

e y
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Three Upsets
UTEP AT ARIZONA STATE -Three weeks ago in El
Paso, UTEP completely humiliated ASU 108-64. Miner coach
Don Haskins kept his starters in for the entire game. When it
was over, Sun DevH coach Ned Wulk had some hot words for
the burly Haskins and the two coaches almost came to blows,
Tonight, UTEP still has a better record and lleLter players
than ASH, But the Devils are intent on revenge and have
played well the past two weeks. ARIZONA STA'l'E BY 3.
WYOMING AT BYU -After losing twice last weekend,
the best the slumping Cowboys can hope for is an NIT bid.
But BYU is back in friendly confines of Smith Fieldhouse.
That should be enough to beat the Pokes. BYU BY 7.
UCLA AT OREGON STATE- Out on the West Coast,
top-ranked UCLA could have trouble with Oregon State
tomorrow night. Despite a lack-lustre 10-10 record, Oregon
State only lost to UCLA by one point at Pauleyf>avilion two
weeks ago. The Bruins have an edge in depth and speed but
it's nothing that the Beavers' tough defense can't dam up.
OREGON STATE WINS BY 2.
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Ute•s Mike Newlin Has
30.4 Scoring Average
Mike Newlin, Utah's high
scoring junior, fell short in his
attempt to capture the WAC
10-game league scoring record,
but still has a. shot at the season
scoring average record.
Newlin, who now widely. leads

.-

u

, 501 Yolo

Mike Newlin

Nine Team ATO
Tourney Starts
Tomorrow at UA
A nine team basketball
tournament gets underway
tomorrow night at the University
of Albuquerque Gymnasium. The
tournament, sponsored by Alpha
Tau Omega fratrrnity, pits the
nine fraternity teams who
ttccepted invitations by the host.
The tourney will be in progress
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday of
this week and the finals will be
played next Saturday, also at U of
A. Johnson Gymnasium was
unavailable because the
tournament was not opened to
any intramural team.
In Friday and Saturday's first
round action, Kappa Sigma meets
Phi Delta Theta; Sigma Alpha
Epsilon meets Sigma Chi; Alpha
Tau Omega meets Phi Gamma
Delta; and Sigma Alpha Epsilon
meets Kappa Alpha. Lambda Chi
Alpha drew a bye to the second
round.
The ATO Tournament was
started last year when the host
team won the all-university
championships. Pi Kappa Alpha,
this year's intramural champions,
did not enter the tournament.
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Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Central At Univeroity

kapy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING ather locations in Winrock Center,
Notional Building & 120 Madeira NE

HAM & SWI 55 CHEESE
Lunch time .. .
Anytime .. .
At Henry's only 69(
1916 Central SE

open 11 AM 'til11 PM

UNM Students
for

CARGO
for U.S. Senator
.-~~~L':
\___3---~~_/
organi%ation meetings each
Thursday in SUB Room 250c

-

~

at 8 p.m.

Rural Electrification Administration offers for a challenging
career with all advantages of Federal Civil Service

• SIGN UP for a personal interview with. the RIA Recruiting
Representative who . will be at your Placement
Office February 23, 1970
· lf=~r;:--

of Central)

"~..

·.c

We will begin having weekly

• ASK your Placement Office for pamphlets telling, what the

Mk About Our '2¢ Discount
'

· .. ..:~ ..

Mike Newlin, Utah's star junior,
has a four point lead over New
Mexico's Willie Long for the WAC
scoring championship. Utah is
presently in first place in the WAC
with a good chance of taking the
crown.

trification and telephony

(Just 5 blks, South

blAL 241'·4347

...

~"'"'"'~~cl.&t.~._:_-,""-···;·:

• LOOK info the engineering opportunities open in rural elec-

JOHN;S DEEP ROCK
SERVICE
2300 Central SE
(just across fttm~ Popejoy Hall)

104 BEER

.~

--~ ~ ~ ~

..

Welcome Lobos
For All Your Car
· Care Needs
Visit

·"·' "''/

'~ . ~

Entries for intramural table
tennis and fliekerball are due by
March 5. Entry blanks should be
turned in at the intramural office,
room 13, Johnso11 Gymnasium.
Starting date for competition is
tentatively set for· March 9 in both
sports.
·
..... ,...
,..

. .

points during the 1966 season for
the conference standard.
Newlin still 1"1as a chance to
catch Chambers' 31.1-point
scoring average, and will this week
establish a season total points
scoring record for league games
since teams now t~lay 14
conference games instead of 10.
He needs to average 32,8 points
per game in the remaining four
league contests to match
Chambers' scoring average.

OKIE'S

ENCOURAGEMENT

lntramurals

the WAC in conference games,
only scoring with a 30.4-point
average, dropped in 304 points
through the first 10 league games,
second best ever in a 10-game
WAC schedule, Utah's Jen-y
Chambers poured thwugh 311

Runnerup Willie Long of New
Mexico is scoring at a 26.8 point
pace, a mark· which would have
won five of the first seven scoring
titles. Long also is second in
rebounding with a 13.2 average,
Seven players, including two
from the same team (Wyoming's
Carl Ashley and Stan Dodds), are
averaging better than 20 points a
game in conference play.

Raising money to journey to a
California swim meet, the UNM
women's swim team is giving away
an autographed Lobo game ball.
Chances for the UNM, UTEP
game. ball can be obtained for a
50c donation. Go to it ladies, and
win in California!

at
8:00P.M.

COAT and
TROUSERS
$6.50

~IRST AND GOLD -

WILDCATS

M.E I/IILt>
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Refreshments will be served after the meeting.
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Campus Briefs
Folk Songs

Revolution

Five New Mexican folk songs
are included in a scholarship
benefit recital Sunday, Feb, 22, at
'UNM by Mrs. Donna McRae.
Mrs. McRae will be
accompanied in the New Mexico
medley by guitarist Hector Garcia.
The New Mexican songs are
arranged by J.D. Robb, professor
emeritus of music at UNM.
Her program will also include
songs by Beethoven, Handel,
Bellini, Schumann, Ravel and
Debussy, and a selection from
Gounod's Faust.
It will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall.
Tickets are $1 with students
admitted free. Proceeds will be
used for the music department
scholarship fund.
Mrs. McRae, a flutist as well as
vocalist, is a graduate of UNM,
and has performed frequently at
the University.
She has sung leading roles in
the Opera Workshop productions
of the Magic Flute and Ariadne
auf Naxos. In addition, she was
the soprano soloist in recent
performances of Brahms'
Deutsche.s Requiem and
Beethoven's Missa Solemnis, and
will be a soloist in UNM's May
performance of Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony.
Accompanying her will be
pianist Lois McLeod.

The Free University of New
Mexico will offer a course in
Revolution vs. Refor111: Improving
the Human Condition.
The course will attempt to
present a history of reform as it
has affected such contemporary
issues as racism; sexism,
imperialism, labor movements,
capitalism, and education.
The participants will undertake
research into revolution, and the
effects it has had and may have on
improving the human condition,
The participants will become
acquainted with the effects of
reform and revolution through
oral presentations, film, music,
poetry, and other media.
Registration will be Feb. 23 and
24 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Union.
Meetings will be Wednesdays,
7:30-9:30 p.m. at the Chicano
Studies Center, or if space is
available, in the barrios of
Albuquerque. The first meeting
will be Feb. 25 at the Chicano
Studies Center, 1815 Roma,

War Classics
Two war film classics will be
featured thi!> Thursday by the
Societe du Cinema.
"The Lost Patrol" and "The
War Game" will be shown at 7
p.m. in the Theater. Admission is
by season subscription, or on a
seats available basis at 7 5 cents
per person.
"The Lost Patrol" was filmed
in 1934, directed by John Ford,
and stars Victor McLaglen, Boris
Karloff, and WallacP. Ford. "The
Ww: Game" is a 1967 production,
directed by Peter Watkins.
Showings are open to the
general ,public. The series is
sponsored bf the UNM English
department.
. .•

Senate Liasons
The ASUNM Senate is starting
a liaison program between campus
organizations and Senate.
Leonard DeLayo, a senator,
said the program is an effort to
bring increased rapport and
communication between Senate
and student groups. He said the
liaison could be beneficial if a
group will make a budget request
from Senate.
If campus organizations are
interested in a Senate liaison,
contact Mrs. Sue Pickett in the
ASUNM offices in the Union.

Florida Exhibition
Twelve prints by UNM
photography students have been
included in an invitational
exhibition at the UnivPrsity oi
Flor1da.
The students are Cavalliere
Ketchum, Anne Noggle, Nancy
Tomasson, Steven Foster and
Paige Pinnell, graduate students,
and 0 ria n do Jimenez. an
m::dergra~uate:- ·
··

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Buildingo. ltoom
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive dnys with
no changes the rate is reduced to Gc
CltlS!lified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting cln;;sified 3:30
p.m.-will go .in next day's Lobo.
WANTED: ride to Deming, N.M. this Fri<lay. Call 2·12-2481 :>.fter 5 p,m, 2/19
SENlOR---B~ ~ure to hnve your c!= pic·
ture taken for the Miragea No chargethree pooes, three vrintn. Pie.ture:; taken
at UNM Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
schedule.
NJ<;Jo~D -:H,=:g=L-::I,c::?-A:-::lc-:ste-n-cr~?:-;::Pe~rs-o-n-;a1, Marital~ Scfmitivity Groups. United Minhtrics Counseling Center. 247-2720. 3/13

2)

LOST & FOUND

ng sung to check the Loot & 1''ound
service in the lobby of the SUB for
your ]ost items.
LOST: Pickdt slide rule. Mitchell Hall
212, Jan. 13. Reward. Scott, 255-9560,
2/24
l"'UND-black kitten (four or five month
old), outside College or Nursing the
morning of 16 at 8:30. Contact Kec 2966564. 2/23

3)

SERVICES

1966 SPIUTI<!. }~xee11ent condition. Two
top3, 247-2840. 2/20
ANTIQUE LgATHER TRUNK. Excellent
condition. Phone 242-1857 a!ter 6:30
p.m, 2/23
NORWEGIAN };lkhound pu"i>pics, also slu<l
~crvice available. 298-0375, campm 4447.
3/1
HAULEY DAVIDSON hydraulic !orks.
I'rice: open for discussion. Call 345wl570
after 5 p.m. 2/23
CHERRY 1959 Bui~7
k-:-hears--e.-::E;-x-ce-;;U-cnt
tires, motor, trnns, etc. Never driven an
unhappy mile, $475 (or more i! you
like). Phone Grant 277·5011 after 6
p.m. Mon. thru Thurs. and Sunday .from
1 to 5 p.m. 2/20
TENNIS CLASSES: Two good tennis
rackcl.s. Paneho Gonzales Spaulding
medium weight and grip, Nylon strung
$8, gut strung $13. 265'·6548 after 9 p.m.
200 usgo TVs All styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE, 254-5987. 4/7

6)

5)·

7)

FORSALE

WILL THADE able-bodied veteran VW
19Gil-for four-cycle motorcycle. Call 2569977 nlter 6 p.m. 12/19

MISCELLANEOUS

IO% Student Discount
1349 San Mateo S.E.
255·2700

Friday, February 20, 1970
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Bill Legality 1n Question

P.E. MAJORS

Language Building

Kineseology at its bestll
The Guild Art Theatre
3405 Central N.E.
Noon til Midnight

Only $1.50

RENT-A-TV

MGMpresents the John
Frankenheimer- Edward.
Lewis Production of

the fixer

$1.00 a day
Free Pick Up And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthlv Rate

~~

Buck's TV Rentals
26S-45B9
Color Available

7HINS.S

Alan Bates
Dirk Bogarde
f !ugh Griffith
Elizabeth Hartman
lan Holm
star11ns

Op.£41

Ill£ 1-JillrNEif ~l;o~

SFJNDJ1J.S .. BEJ.Ts
~,.CJ...JJJT~t-Es-. ~

Ji4JEJ..~( ~~WI

.toco CEIJ Tl( fiL

ASUNM Film Committee
Saturday & Sunday
7 & 10 p.m •
50¢ with ID

S. (

No. 85

As Budget Legislation Misses Deadline

Lobo photo by Che&tcr Painter

University p..o. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M•. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. ForSale

.

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLlOWING ADVERTISfMENT --TIMES STARTING----

"

ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY--------~-

ANight At The Opera
Starring
ASUNM Film
Committee

Vol. 73

by
Bernard Malamud.

DISCOVER 1''LYING. $5 fimt lesson, $14
hr. after. Lee Mason, 268·4589. 2/16 .

FASHION CLEANERS
Quality Cleaning
Shirts Done To
Perfection
Alterations &Tailoring

MEXICO

"The

EMPLOYMENT

indoor swimming- ar~a here in town. No
age limit .. De u respectable .swimmer by
this summer. Call Dnvc 344-3654 for detail.. 2/24
TYPING SEilVICE. Tcnn l>aPcrs, theses,
diaaert.ationa~ Reasonable. Doris Jackson ..
296·2548.

instructora.. Lessons taught at a. spaciot,ls

the California Institute of students have concentrated on
Technology, Students there, as campaigns and legal adions
part of a wide-ranging student-run against particular companies and
sum111er research project, have groups that they feel are pollut~ng
investigated such things as urban ·the environment or destroymg
smog, pollution of the ocean, and natural resources.
the political aspects of
environmental issues. Reports on
Fbcer:~. based on
the research have been serlt to
public officials and citizens groups
the Pulitzer Prizeconcerned about pollution. The
winning novel
research project has received more
than $100,000 in foundation
funds.
Students for Environmental
Control at the University of
Illinois removed approximately
six tons of refuse from a nearby
creek, persuading city officials to
continue the removal and to
develop a beautification plan for
the creek
The only real confrontation
occured at the University of
Texas where 27 students were
arrest~d when they climbed into
trees which were scheduled to be
bulldozed for a new football
stadium.
For the most part, however,

This building which will house
the modern language offices and
classrooms, tQ be constructed on
the site of the recently razed
Zimmerman Stadium,

SANTA FE - The legislature
gave final approval to the general
appropriations bill last night but
the action may have come too late
to be legal.
Final action on the bill which
includes a record $18.3 million
appropriation for UNM came
nearly twelve hours after the
deadline set for adjournment in
the state constitution. The bill,
which had been passed 55·7 by
the House Wednesday, was passed
by the Senate 31·10 after an
extended debate over public
schools financing. The debate
centered around an amendment to
provide ''equalization financing"
of the public schools. Under that
plan each public school district
would receive the same amount of
money for each pupil.
A conference committee then
spent four hours working out

differences in the bills passed by
each house. Final action on the
appropriations act and
adjournment came shortly before
11:30 p.m.
The Senate had earlier rejected
the equalization plan22-20.'
Earlier in the session the Senate
had passed and the House rejected
three similar plans.
After that vote several members
of the Senate moved to adjourn
sine die (without day) and
pointed out the state constitution
required the legislature to adjourn
by noon on the 30th day of the
special session,
Sen. John Eastham,
R·Bernalillo, who had led the
fight for equalization, made the
motion to adjourn without taking
further action on the
appropriations bill, "In my

opm10n anything that happens
fro111 now on is not legal, is not
constitutional, and because of this
we are just wasting our time."
The Attorney General James
Maloney earlier had issued an
opinion that any action taken
after noon would be null and void
and without effect. The state
supreme court, however, has ruled
in the past that if the legislative
journal of the two houses shows
that the session had ended before
noon then their actions were
beyond questioning in any court.
To meet that provision of the
court's opinion the legislators
commonly allow the majority
floor leader to ''keep the official
timepiece" and agree that what
ever time he · says it is will be
regarded as the official time,

Sam Johnson Back. on Yell Squad
The Student Court yesterday ordered
that the cheerleading squad be disbanded at
the end of the basketball season, and
directed the squad to reinstate Sam
Johnson as a member.
The action came as a result of a suit
brought by Johnson against the
cheerleaders. The suit charged that the
cheerleaders had operated und~r an. illegal .
constitutfori;"· and. h'ad illegally expelled
Johnson from the squad.
New Squad
The court further directed that a new
constitution be drawn up by Rally
Committee, and that a new faculty advisor
be selected.

Student Court direeted that after the
squad has been disbanded at the end of the
basketball season, a new squad will be
organized undPr thr direction of Lhe Rally
Committee.
The court said the cheerleaders should
be disbanded becaust> some members of the
squad have been "irresponsible and
..cBp.rieiou~ \'lith tegard t€1 their legal
framework" as stated in their constitution.
The court's judgement order said there
had been "arbitrary abrogation's" of
sections of the cheerleaders' constitution.
In ordering that the cheerleaders
reinst.ate Johnson, the court order states
that Johnson's expulsion proceedings were

illegal because the faculty advisor was not
present.
J.'lot l!:xpulsion
The order also states that Johnson was
dismissed from the squad for missing two
meetings, and under the cheerleaders'
constitution this is not grounds for
expulsion; b'ut rather suspension.
In ordering Rally Committee to redraft
the cheerleaders' constitution, the court
said there were several "inadequacies."
The court judgement order listed the
inadequacies in the constitution as:
(Continued on page 5)
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195G CADILLAC. $150, Call 842"1364 or
2-13-4325. 2/24

WILt. TRADE part-time help in a tutoring service for an EvelYn Wood neadi_ng
D:Ynamics scholarship, It interested
please call 265-6761, 2/20
WE NEED A MAN I We need a man who
ls. bright, aggressive1 and likes helping
other people. Pnrt-tmte job now, could
lead to exciting' and profitable carce:r in
sa1es and management after graduation.
Sa1ary commensurate with ability.. Ate
you worth Hall-Million dollars? U so,
call: 1''rank M. Thomas, 265-6728. 2/20

TUTORING IN PORTUGESE offered. Call
Albert W. l.llcau at 855-4888. 2/24 .
PRIVA'rfJ swimming lessons. Qualified, in-

By PHIL SEMAS
College Press Service
(CPS) - Weston Fisher, a
graduate student in ecology at the
University of Minnesota, put an
ad in the student newspaper last
spring announcing the formation
of a student group concerned with
environmental problems. There
were 3 5 people at the first
meeting.
Today, his group, known as
Students for Environmental
Defense, has 150 members and is
still growing. Its development and
activities are fairly typical of the
growing concern among students
about such environmental issues
as air and water pollution, the
effects of the p,opulation
explosion, and preservation of
natural resources.
In November, Students for
Environmental Defense buried an
internal combustion engine in a
mock funeral protesting pollution
caused by automobile exhaust.
In December, they picked up
26,000 empty cans along the
banks of the Mississippi River, put
them in a truck and took them to
the American Can Co. plant in St.
Paul. They attempted
unsuccessfully to get the company
to take back the cans and re-use
them.
They also held a silent protest
when speakers refused to permit
questions and discussion from the
floor duirng a meeting called by
the university to discuss industrial
uses of nuclear power. 'l'he
speakers finally relented and
allowed the students to present
their view that more local control
of nuclear power is needed.
For their next project, Students
for Environmental Defense plan
to place signs saying "Unfit for
Body Contact" along the
Mississippi River fro!ll
Minneapolis to New Orleans.
Dozullll or liUCh groups have
been organized around
environmental issues on college
campuses during the past few
months. Their activities have been
similar to those of Students for
Environmental -Defense, although
the Minnesota group has used
demonstrations more than many
groups.
One of the most ambitious
projects has been conducted at
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The Marx Brothers
7 & 10 p.m.
SOc with 10

Standards Committee
Will Hear 'Rights' Cases
The William Bonner-Jon Kaufman complaint against
English Professor Ernest W. Baughman will probably be heard
by the Student Standards Committee (SSC) as a result of
action taken yesterday by the Faculty-Student Rights and
Responsibilities Committee (FRRC).
Bonner and Kaufman last week charged Baughman with
allegedly "violating the basic human rights of his students."
Baughman has had no comment on the case.

•"

Recommendation
The FRRC recommended that the Bonner-Kaufman case
be heard by the sse, saying the sse was the "only possible
place the matter could be heard at this time."
In addition, the FRRC forwarded a recommendation to
the Faculty Policy Committee calling for the establishment
of an "all-campus judiciary" which could eventually provide
students (faculty also) with the grievance challllel which, up
until now, has been non-existant.
Charles Roberts, assistant dean of students, said he was in
the process of finalizing organization of the sse "primarily
because we lost some members in the overturn at semester."
Roberts, who refers complaints to the committee, said, "I
think we can get to it next week, near the latter part of the
week.''
Couldn't· Indicate
When asked about enforcement capabilities held by the
committee, Roberts said he couldn't indicate "what
enforcement or impact any ruling of the committee will have,
although they will be able to make any recommendation they
see fit."
Bonner said, ''I'm glad. It sounds like things are going to
happen/' in reaction to the moves by the FRRC. Bonner was
also pleased with the all-campus judiciary proposal. "It's not
just our (his and Kaufman's) problem - it's a broad battle
against in~lerance ~n th~ last pl~ce you'd ~xpect to find itthe univers1ty. I'm JUSt tired of 1t and I thmk a lot of other
students are, too."
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Unique Architecture
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Lobe> photo by Martin Feyen

One of the newer constructions on campus is the addition to the
Che!llistry ·Building.
The building is a composite of many unique
architectural ideas including overhanging stairways (and a suspended
·moon over the south stairway).

